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Lesson 10: Wives and daughters, activists, rioters
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Today's lesson discusses some ways that women with less money and influence participated in politics.

Family members of voters were part of the informal electoral process. As I've mentioned, it was accepted 
that voters were influenced by the opinions of their families, so during an election, daughters, sisters, and 
especially wives of voters were canvassed as assiduously as the voters themselves. Candidates were expected 
to win over voters by socializing on an equal footing with them and their families, visiting, dancing with, and 
even kissing them.

Women could participate in crowd politics just like anyone else, forming one of a procession, mob, or 
demonstration. Women came to the hustings to watch, and women even participated in the applause-o-
meter that preceded polling:

“In western Scotland in [1868], the Rothesay Chronicle recorded how, on nomination day, upon the Sheriff 
calling for a show of hands ‘a large majority, including all the mill girls, held up their hands for Mr. Burns’, the 
Liberal candidate.” –"Jenny Rules the Roost’: Women and Electoral Politics, 1832–68” by Matthew Cragoe 
(Women in British Politics, 1760-1860, see bibligraphy). 

Remember that 1808 Rowlandson picture of the hustings in Westminster?

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Covent_Garden_Market_-_Westminster_Election.jpg

Women aren't part of the procession, but they are everywhere in the crowd.

The way that the UK justified the exclusion of a majority of their population from the franchise was through 
a doctrine called virtual representation. (If you have studied the American Revolution you may be familiar 
with this as it was the British response to the American charge of "taxation without representation.") "Virtual 
representation stated that the members of Parliament, including the Lords and the Crown-in-Parliament, 
reserved the right to speak for the interests of all British subjects, rather than for the interests of only the 
district that elected them or for the regions in which they held peerages and spiritual sway." 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_representation)

This means that even though an MP was not ELECTED by the women of his district, he was still considered to 
REPRESENT them, and they felt entitled to approach him as a political constituent.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virtual_representation
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Covent_Garden_Market_-_Westminster_Election.jpg
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Women also participated in demonstrations, uprisings, and riots of all kinds (including the bread riots in East 
Anglia in 1816). They were prominent at the St. Peter's Field demonstration for parliamentary reform in 
Manchester in August 1819 (more famously known as the Peterloo Massacre after the local Yeomanry 
Regiment--similar to the National Guard in the US--charged the crowd, killing demonstrators and wounding 
many more). A woman is shown on the speaking platform in this 1819 painting:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Peterloo_Massacre.png

The dedication reads: "To Henry Hunt, Esq., as chairman of the meeting assembled in St. Peter's Field, 
Manchester, sixteenth day of August, 1819, and to the female Reformers of Manchester and the adjacent 
towns who were exposed to and suffered from the wanton and fiendish attack made on them by that brutal 
armed force, the Manchester and Cheshire Yeomanry Cavalry, this plate is dedicated by their fellow labourer, 
Richard Carlile."

Wikipedia notes: “Not all the details strictly accord with contemporary descriptions; the banner the woman 
is holding should read: Female Reformers of Roynton – ‘Let us die like men and not be sold like slaves’.” 

Women were among the victims of the cavalry charge, clearly and graphically depicted in this Cruikshank 
cartoon:

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Massacre_of_Peterloo.jpg

(The dialogue bubble reads: "Down with 'em! Chop em down my brave boys: give them no quarter they want 
to take our Beef & Pudding from us! –— & remember the more you kill the less poor rates you'll have to pay 
so go at it Lads show your courage & your Loyalty!")

A common form of political activism in the Regency involved writing a petition to be presented to 
Parliament, or an address to a prominent person, and then gathering signatures on it. I've seen it argued that 
this was a male form of expression and I think in most (all?) cases women were not signers, but personally I'd 
be shocked if they weren't involved in gathering signatures. 

In this painting, women are shown delivering an address along with men to Queen Caroline during her trial 
(not to mention all the women visible in the crowd surrounding her house):

http://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/149854.html ("Arrival at Brandenburgh House of the 
Watermen &c. with an Address to the Queen on the 3rd October 1820," by Dubourg.)

Women also worked as authors and propagandists. Hannah More is a great example of this type of activist. 
Her sermons and pamphlets were hugely popular, and she coordinated her efforts with politicians, for 
example collaborating with Wilberforce on abolitionist tracts and planning the most effective times to 
publish them. Pamphlet writing was an activity that was easily accessible to women because it didn't require 
her to have a public presence. (For example, in 1840, Sarah Austin wrote Gladstone that she “shrunk from 
appearing before the public in my own person or behalf, as the author or champion of any opinions 
whatever” and followed this up in the same letter with asking him to “read her pamphlet on the subject of 
national education and asked for his advice in further promotion of the issue”).

A great 18th-century example of an aristocratic woman who filled this role at least once is Elizabeth, 

http://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/149854.html
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Baroness Anson, wife of Lord Admiral George Anson, commander-in-chief of the Channel Fleet during the 
Seven Years War.

"[She] had won both her husband and her family's approval for her political ability soon after her marriage, 
when she played a vital part in achieving an electoral ‘treaty’ with Lord Gower that secured one seat at 
Lichfield for the Anson family. Later she came to act as her shy husband's political secretary, taking over a 
portion of his correspondence as he found the demands of letter-writing onerous. Her family respected her 
facility with words, and it was put to public political use at least once. When the Admiralty was under attack 
over the invasion of Minorca in 1756, she took the lead, writing a defence of the Admiralty, passing it on to her 
eldest brother, Lord Royston, for comment, and then having him arrange to have it copied into an unknown 
hand and submitted for publication. It appeared under a Roman (male) pseudonym in the Public Advertiser 
on Friday, 27 August 1756." (Chalus, Elite Women.)

Friday, in our final formal lesson, I'll discuss women's involvement in philanthropy and the politicization of 
consumer decisions.

Questions? :D


